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Raising Arizona: Lessons for the Nation from a State's Experience with Full-Day Kindergarten

By Laura Bornfreund
Deputy Director: New America Early Education Initiative

The notion that our country has a PreK-12 education system is a misconception; what we really have is a 1st-12th grade system of education. Neither pre-K nor kindergarten are fully woven into public education and are often treated as add-ons or afterthoughts. This means we are shortchanging our youngest learners.

Most Americans know that public pre-K is not commonly available to children who could benefit most, much less for any child whose parent would like him or her to attend. States have a lot of work to do to ensure that every child who wants it has access to high-quality pre-kindergarten experience. Now more than ever, though, the value of high-quality pre-K is gaining broad attention. Business leaders, law enforcement, retired military leaders, charitable foundations, and Nobel-winning economists have made novel new arguments for early education investments. Lawmakers in states red, blue, and purple have reignited interest in existing programs and sometimes pushed for new investments.

And, of course, improving access to and the quality of pre-K programs for 3- and 4-year-olds is crucial. It is not the whole education "race," though; pre-K helps children get a strong start and then passes the baton.

Most states and districts have all but ignored kindergarten, the next relay runner. While a seamless handoff helps, so do children's experience during the kindergarten year.

Right now, children’s kindergarten paths vary considerably by children’s zip codes, with some attending for a full school day and others offered only half-day classes at no cost. A mom and dad in North Carolina visit their local elementary school and easily register their little boy for kindergarten that lasts just as long as 1st grade. In Pennsylvania, a little girl’s parents would like her to attend all day, but their school district only offers half-day classes. And, in Arizona, a family decided to pay tuition for the second half of the day so their youngest could have a full day of learning.

Despite this variability, the new national English/language arts and math standards for kindergartners are exactly the same for students in all of these states. These standards, known as Common Core, were designed under the assumption that all kindergartners would have a day of learning equivalent to first grade.

Of the 45 states, and Washington, DC, that have adopted the Common Core, only 12 require that districts provide full-day kindergarten at no charge for all children. Five states do not require districts to offer kindergarten at all and 35 states do not require that children attend kindergarten. Further, the length of the kindergarten day varies, ranging from 2.5 to 7 hours. In some cases, kindergarten-funding levels are less than those provided for 1st grade.

A half-day allows less time for teacher instruction, especially in the way kindergartners learn best: inquiry-led learning, child-centered play, exploration, and hands-on activities. There is also less time for teachers to help students develop and practice social-emotional skills, such as understanding feelings, managing emotions, regulating behavior, and developing empathy. These non-academic skills are important to children’s success throughout their schooling and later in life. While the Common Core only sets out expectations for skills in reading and math and not how these skills are taught, teachers in half-day programs may feel pressured to limit what they teach and resort to more direct instruction and worksheets rather than employ strategies that match how young children best learn.

High-quality full-day kindergarten and pre-K are important components of the PreK-3rd grade continuum, laying the foundation for children’s learning and development.

Change is on the horizon. In the last few years, at least four states began expanding the provision of full-day kindergarten. These states, though, have not made it a statutory requirement, leaving it vulnerable to cuts during difficult financial times. Additionally, school districts across the country continue to discuss expanding full-day kindergarten to meet the expectations of the Common Core.

This brief describes the kindergarten landscape across the country and research supporting a full day of learning. It zooms in on one state, Arizona, to provide an illustrative example of what can happen when the availability of free full-day kindergarten to all students is not a statutory obligation. The brief also offers lessons from Arizona for policymakers across the country who are considering whether, and how, to expand the provision of and funding for full-day kindergarten.
Introduction

Though recently much attention has been given to the importance of early childhood education, one stubborn shortcoming of education in the early grades remains largely ignored: Unlike every other grade in the K-12 system, some students in the United States still do not have access to free, full-day kindergarten at their local public schools.

In fact, just 11 states and the District of Columbia require their public schools to provide free, full-day kindergarten by law. Alternatively, six states have no statute requiring any kindergarten at all. And though the remaining states require at least a half-day be provided, 12 allow for districts to require parents to pay for the second half of the day.1

These statutory minimums, however, provide only a limited picture of full-day kindergarten provision nationally, as many districts throughout the country exceed their state requirement. As Lisa Guernsey and Alex Holt have outlined2, data on the number of students in full- and part-day kindergarten are remarkably sparse. The best estimates range from 74.8 percent3 to 77 percent4 of students in full-day classes nationwide. However, these numbers obscure the fact that districts and states often have vastly different requirements for the number of classroom hours that define “full-day.” Also missing from the data is the reality that some percentage of students nationwide must pay tuition for the second half of the kindergarten day at their public schools. Still, even these estimates find that nearly 1 in 4 American kindergartners receive only half-day classes, a fact worthy of action in its own right.

One useful way to understand the opaque and variegated landscape of kindergarten in the United States is through the experience of individual states. The case of Arizona illustrates especially well the potential for, rationale behind, and impact of cuts to full-day kindergarten funding in a system that has not wholly recognized full-day kindergarten as part of a basic public education. Arizona’s choice to promote full-day kindergarten in the state through budgetary incentives alone rather than requiring it through legislation left it vulnerable to cuts. Taking advantage of this vulnerability, Arizona policymakers and interest groups opposed to full-day kindergarten called into question the academic value of all-day classes. When all funding for full-day kindergarten in the state was ultimately rescinded, district officials had tough calls to make, which in many cases led to reductions in the number of full-day classes or cuts to other programs in order to maintain full-day classes.

Full-Day Kindergarten in Congress’s and the President’s Early Ed Plan

Beginning with the president’s State of the Union call for universal pre-kindergarten and the resulting White House plan, full-day kindergarten has been given renewed, if quiet, focus from policymakers. Under the president’s plan, states would be able to use a portion of their funding for expanding full-day kindergarten programs throughout the state, provided that all low- and middle-income children are provided with preschool. However, the House and Senate legislation, the Strong Start for America’s Children Act, each remove this potential source of funding for full-day kindergarten, instead giving states discretion to direct a portion of their funds to early education and care programs for infants and toddlers. Given both bills’ requirement that the pre-K classes established under the law be full-day (specifically, at least 5 hours per day and equal to the length of day in public elementary schools in that state), such a retreat on full-day kindergarten funding raises the possibility of important continuity concerns for students who might graduate from high-quality full-day pre-kindergarten into a half-day kindergarten class. Still, the Senate bill does require states to report on their funding schemes for full-day kindergarten, if they exist at all. It also requires states to explain how they plan to either create, or expand their full-day programs, to all children participating in the state’s pre-K program.
Arizona’s Experience

In May of 2004, then-governor Janet Napolitano (D-AZ) concluded a long battle for one of her most important policy priorities by signing into law Senate Bill 1405. This plan altered the state budget to increase funding for full-day kindergarten in Arizona in a phased fashion. It was designed to begin with schools with over 90 percent of enrolled students receiving free and reduced-priced meals in 2005, add schools with at least 80 percent of their students receiving free- and reduced-priced meals in 2006, and finally expand to all schools in the state in 2007.

Although the legislation did not change the state’s school funding formula, which gave both full- and half-day kindergartners half the weight for funding calculations as children in other elementary grades, the bill did create a full-day kindergarten fund to supplement the money allocated through the traditional formula. The bill was enacted by a legislature with a majority of Republicans in both houses. In the House of Representatives, where Republicans held 39 seats to Democrats’ 20 and Independents’ 1, the bill passed narrowly with a 35-25 vote in favor, with 19 Republicans and the 1 Independent opposing. In the Senate, where Republicans outnumbered Democrats 17 to 13, the bill passed 23-6, with all 6 votes in opposition coming from Republicans and one Democrat not voting.

In 2006, House Bill 2874 modified the original bill in a few important ways. First, the new legislation eliminated the phasing plan and immediately expanded full-day kindergarten to the entire state. Second, it eliminated the full-day kindergarten fund and instead increased the funding weight for kindergartners, although still not to the level of older grades. Finally, the bill eliminated funding for capital improvements, which helped schools pay for the increased classroom space necessary to provide full-day kindergarten. In contrast to the earlier bill, this weakening of the state’s support for full-day kindergarten passed the House, which was composed of 39 Republicans and 21 Democrats, with just five votes in opposition, all of which came from Democrats. In the Senate, where Republicans held 18 seats to Democrats’ 12, two Republican Senators were the only votes against the adjusted full-day kindergarten plan.

Despite Napolitano’s landslide reelection in November 2006, for which she highlighted the passage of full-day kindergarten in campaign ads, Republican opposition to the program remained strong. Then in 2009, when Napolitano was tapped to direct the Department of Homeland Security, Republicans in the state were granted a unique opening to roll back kindergarten funding as then-Arizona Secretary of State Jan Brewer (R-AZ) succeeded Napolitano to the governorship. At the time, the threat of repeal was so potent that Napolitano warned against such a move in her final State of the State speech, remarking, “If this legislature cuts classroom spending, the people of Arizona will recognize such a cut for what it is—not a budget necessity, but a willful and unwise choice.” Ultimately, though, her admonition proved futile; in 2010, facing a $4.6 billion budget shortfall and criticizing the heavy-handed Democrat-led government, whose spending priorities seemed to focus on things people neither want nor really need,” Governor Jan Brewer proposed the elimination of full-day kindergarten funding. When passed by the legislature, the measure cut $218 million from school district ledgers statewide.

The Potential For Cuts

Though Arizona’s strategy for expanding full-day kindergarten through budgetary incentives rather than statutory requirements was hardly unique, it did leave the state vulnerable to cuts. Additionally, the funding choices the state did make, funding full- and half-day kindergarten at the same levels and leaving both funded at a lower level than grades 1-12, failed to provide an especially strong incentive for full-day kindergarten adoption. This already minor incentive was further weakened when the state adjusted its full-day kindergarten legislation in 2006 to no longer include either a special full-day kindergarten fund or capital monies to provide the necessary space to accommodate a kindergarten expansion. Overall, the lack of statutory protection for full-day kindergarten and a weak incentive for expansion through the budget left the state especially vulnerable in the tenuous budget climate following the 2008 financial crisis. State spending on education following the crisis diminished considerably and still remains quite low compared to pre-crisis levels.
spending\textsuperscript{18} for fiscal year 2014 is 17.2\% lower than it was in fiscal year 2008. Just two states, Alabama and Oklahoma, have lower per-pupil expenditures than Arizona.\textsuperscript{19}

The closest Arizona came to a statutory requirement for districts to provide full-day kindergarten was a stipulation in the original legislation requiring that money distributed under the law was to "be spent only for full-day kindergarten instruction."\textsuperscript{20} However, when legislators amended the bill in 2006, they dropped that requirement. As Tom Horne, Superintendent of Public Instruction at the time, told the East Valley Tribune, "School boards are allowed to decide whether to spend [the money] on full-day kindergarten or something else."\textsuperscript{21}

This was not the only change that weakened the incentive to provide full-day kindergarten. Under the original plan, the state’s funding formula gave equal weight to full- and half-day kindergartners, and gave both less weight than it afforded grades 1-12, a policy the Education Commission of the States already deemed a disincentive to provide full-day kindergarten.\textsuperscript{22} The 2006 change eliminated the full-day kindergarten fund, which provided extra funding for full-day kindergarten programs, and also zeroed out all funding for capital improvements, which helped schools provide adequate classroom space to implement full-day programs. The new plan somewhat compensated for these cuts by increasing the weight of full-day kindergartners in the funding formula. However, the new funding amounts still did not equal those for public school students in grades 1 through 12.

Ultimately, the chance of expanding full-day kindergarten was not especially strong in the years leading up to the financial crisis, and because it lacked much legislative protection, cuts to the program remained a potent threat.

Full-Day Kindergarten in Arizona

In the summer of 2013, New America conducted an informal survey of the school districts in Arizona that serve kindergartners. Of the 161 such districts, we were able to gather data from 102 districts. Of that subset, we found that 87 school districts offered free full-day kindergarten.\textsuperscript{17} Of those 87, 77 were able to tell us the type of kindergarten they provided and estimate the number of students enrolled in half- or full-day programs. About 39,000 kindergartners attended school in those 77 districts. Eighty-four percent of those students were in free full-day kindergarten programs, 8\% were in paid full-day programs and 7\% were in half-day programs.

These numbers are both rough estimates and the result of an informal survey but do give a snapshot of at least part of Arizona’s experience with full-day kindergarten. And while these numbers capture the types of kindergarten being provided, they do not address the quality of programs, which may have been jeopardized by cuts or class size increases. Unfortunately, this type of rough estimate is necessary because no official data on full-day kindergarten enrollment exist at the state level in Arizona. One state official was unable to provide even a rough estimate of the distribution of full- and half-day classes because no reporting requirements exist for districts in the state. Both the need for this survey and the limitations to its findings underscored for us once more the lack of even raw enrollment data, let alone data measuring quality, on children’s kindergarten experiences.
Arizona Full-Day Kindergarten Key Dates

January 6, 2003
Janet Napolitano sworn in as Governor of Arizona

May 24, 2004
Legislature passes and Napolitano signs SB1405, creating a full-day kindergarten fund available to schools who provide full-day kindergarten. The legislation planned to extend availability of these funds to schools with over 90 percent of enrolled students receiving free and reduced-priced meals in 2005, adding schools with at least 80 percent of their students receiving free and reduced-priced meals in 2006, and finally to all schools in the state in 2007.

June 21, 2006
Napolitano signs HB2874 the new legislation eliminated the phasing plan and immediately expanded full-day kindergarten to the entire state.

Second, it eliminated the full-day kindergarten fund and instead increased the funding weight for kindergartners, although still not to the level of older grades. Whereas SB 1405 counts all kindergartners at half the weight of their older elementary peers, HB 2874 counts any student who attends kindergarten at least 356 hours over the course of a school year as 62 percent of a full time student. This number of hours serves as a minimum for all kindergartners, which schools can exceed. By comparison, the state requires upper elementary grades (which are considered full-day) to provide 696 hours of schooling.

Finally, the bill eliminated funding for capital improvements, which helped schools pay for the necessary increased classroom space necessary to provide full-day kindergarten.

January 20, 2009
Janet Napolitano is confirmed as Secretary of Homeland Security. Jan Brewer (R) succeeds Napolitano as Governor of Arizona the following day.

March 18, 2010
Brewer signs a bill eliminating $218 million from the education budget by modifying the funding formula to eliminate all funding for full-day kindergarten.

This vote occurs almost exclusively on party lines, with Democrats universally opposed and all but one Republican in favor.
Research on Full-Day Kindergarten

The most comprehensive examination of full- and half-day kindergarten programs in the United States today comes from the NCES Early Childhood Longitudinal Study, Kindergarten Class of 1998-99. The report, which tracked a nationally representative sample of some 22,000 students and 1,200 schools, outlined many differences between full- and half-day programs and outcomes with which the programs were associated. The study found full-day kindergarten enrollees to have modestly greater gains in both reading and math over the kindergarten year than their counterparts in half-day classes. Another study of an analytical sample of the same data found the difference in learning gains to be statistically significant. A third study, also using a portion of the same NCES data, confirmed that students in full-day programs had greater gains on academic measures, however they also showed that the scores of those students converged with other students by the third grade.

The trend of a modest testing advantage for students in full-day programs by the end of kindergarten which largely converges with the scores of other students by later grades is fairly consistent across the literature. One review of the literature, which looked at 11 high-quality studies, with 6 drawing on the NCLS-K data, found this tendency as well. As the authors explain:

The studies are consistent in suggesting a relationship between attendance in full-day kindergarten and higher levels of early reading skills as measured at the end of kindergarten. Studies that examined other reading outcomes at later points in time did not find the same association.

RAND, in its own review of the literature, agrees. Authors explain: “The existing literature on the effects of full-day kindergarten on student achievement finds positive outcomes in the proximal years but little difference as children progress through school.” This broad consensus on the modest gains, though, tends to focus on the short term academic outcomes of students. A considerable body of literature in early childhood education suggests that many of the benefits of early learning experiences are not reaped until much later in life.

The most famous of the studies showing this effect are the Perry Preschool Project and the Carolina Abecedarian Project, both of which used a randomized trial design to account for the effect of attending high quality preschool programs. Both found significant differences in adult outcomes for students, including greater earnings, a lower arrest rate, and greater educational attainment. Similarly, a quasiexperimental study of the Chicago Child Parent Centers (CPC) that assessed the well-being of former students at age 28 found that, compared to a matched group of students who had not attended the program, attendees had higher levels of educational attainment, socioeconomic status, and health insurance coverage and lower levels of substance abuse and involvement with the criminal justice system.

Though the first two studies featured relatively small sample sizes and all three provided atypically intensive resources, other studies that focused on larger, less resource-intensive programs found a similar trend.

One study that investigated the impact of Head Start attendance found, despite test score convergence by ages 11-14, significantly better performance on a summary index of adult outcomes. As the study explains, these gains amount to about 80 percent of gains seen in the Perry Preschool and Carolina Abecedarian studies, even without the same intensive resources.

Another study, which focused specifically on kindergarten quality, confirms the same fade out and reemergence effect for a large, randomized sample. In this study, a group of researchers at Harvard, UC Berkeley, and Northwestern University mined the records of over 11,000 students from Tennessee’s STAR Project and found that differences in classroom quality had a profound effect on student outcomes in the long term. The researchers took advantage of the STAR Project’s design, which randomly placed students into classrooms from kindergarten through third grade, to see how class size, teacher quality, and other metrics related to adult outcomes such as college attendance, earnings, savings, home ownership, and marriage.

As one way to measure the difference in kindergartners’ experiences, the Tennessee STAR researchers also developed a broad measure of classroom quality – “classroom effects.” This aggregate measure includes the broad array of unobservable features of a given class, which the authors say might include “the effects of teachers, peers, and any class level shocks,” and is approximated with student test scores. The researchers found that moving students to a class one standard deviation better meant an estimated earnings increase of more than $39,000 over a child’s lifetime. These findings suggest what might seem obvious: Differences in the quality of child’s kindergarten class do make a difference in his or her life, especially in the long term.
The Rationale Behind Cuts

The opposition from Republican legislators that eventually boiled over and wiped out full-day kindergarten funding in Arizona had been long simmering. Those interested in eliminating full-day kindergarten found in research that compared full- and half-day student outcomes reasons to challenge the efficacy of the full-day design. Especially important to the argument against expanding kindergarten was a trend in the research that showed test score convergence between full- and half-day kindergarten students as they progressed through school. Citing data from the National Center for Education Statistics that showed the convergence of reading, math and science scores by the third grade, the Goldwater Institute, a conservative policy, advocacy, and research organization based in Arizona, argued in 2005 that full-day kindergarten was not worth the investment.

This perspective was shared by then-State Representative John Huppenthal (R-20), who currently serves as Arizona’s Superintendent of Public Instruction. As one representative recalled to Elizabeth Hargrove in 2006, “Sen. Huppenthal, on a consistent basis, points out that the other children can catch up with all-day kindergarten kids by the third or fourth grade.” Huppenthal’s opposition shaped the debate over the original passage of full-day kindergarten in important ways. As Hargrove explains, “Several interviewees referred to Sen. Huppenthal and the research he cited to refute or question the merit of full-day kindergarten, as a major obstacle to the passage of full-day kindergarten legislation in Arizona.”

Although Huppenthal’s opposition wasn’t sufficient to prevent initial passage of the bill, it ultimately won out with the repeal of all full-day kindergarten funding in early 2010. Huppenthal continued to express serious doubts about the value of full-day kindergarten in the run up to his election as Superintendent of Public Instruction. As he remarked in a debate just a few months after cuts to full-day kindergarten passed the legislature, “If the miraculous results of all-day kindergarten were to have been in place we would have seen some dividends in our test scores in 2009. We saw no dividend on the all-day kindergarten investment when the reading scores came through in 2009.”

This concern over the academic impact of full-day kindergarten, though important, ignores the trend in many studies of early education programs that despite the convergence of test scores, finds important differences in adult outcomes between those who do and do not attend such programs. The most famous of the studies showing this effect are the Perry Preschool Project and the Carolina Abecedarian Project, both of which found significant differences in adult outcomes for students, including greater earnings, lower arrest rates, and greater educational attainment. Similarly, a quasi-experimental study of the Chicago Child Parent Centers (CPC) that assessed the well-being of former students at age 28 found that, compared to a matched group of students who had not attended the program, attendees had higher levels of educational attainment, socioeconomic status, and health insurance coverage and lower levels of substance abuse and involvement with the criminal justice system.

These life-course effects were not part of the debate in Arizona and too often fail to enter into debates throughout the country over the value of early childhood education. Although none of the studies showing these long-term effects studied full-day kindergarten directly, a consistent pattern across the research on early childhood education shows modest academic benefits in the short term, but profoundly positive impacts over a child’s lifetime. That suggests that a significant portion of the benefits of full-day kindergarten is not accounted for in current analyses of the comparative value of full-day classes. Though we certainly care about short-term academic gains for children, we often value those gains because we believe they predict future life outcomes. Therefore, to leave out of the discussion direct measures of the effect of early childhood experiences on lifetime outcomes, whether those outcomes are mediated by academic gains or not, would be to miss a vital effect of such policies.

The Impact of Cuts

In interviews, officials from districts in Arizona largely reported having maintained their free full-day programs despite cuts, often necessitating some sort of budget offset. This economic reality underscores an important fact: The adverse
impact of cuts to full-day kindergarten can come in many forms. The most obvious consequence of cuts is the possible reduction of the number of full-day kindergarten classes. Arizona’s experience shows that often districts can only maintain full-day kindergarten by displacing the cuts. Some districts compensated by increasing revenue, either by charging tuition for the second half of the kindergarten day or by raising local property taxes. Others compensated through cuts: raising class sizes or trimming other areas of the school budget. Some examples include:

**Gilbert Unified School District**
*(Gilbert, AZ - 38,086 students)*

Minutes44 from Governing Board meetings in the Gilbert Unified School District show a board for which budget concerns were particularly relevant to discussions over full-day kindergarten. During one work session devoted specifically to determining the question of full-day kindergarten funding, officials discussed the impact of a proposed $0.01 increase in the sales tax, with some arguing that the program’s continuation should only be allowed if the tax passed. As with all budget issues, though, the potential for compromise came not just from the prospect of increased revenue, but also from possible cuts. The cost savings the board contemplated included increasing student/teacher ratios in all grades and instituting cuts to tutoring, special education funding, instructional aide hours, elementary paraprofessionals, art, staffing for English language learners, and/or athletics.

**Scottsdale Unified School District**
*(Phoenix, AZ – 26,235 students)*

A similar laundry list of cuts was necessary for Scottsdale Unified School District to balance its district budget. Along with money from a K-3 tax override that required its funds be used to pay for full-day kindergarten in the event that the state reduced funding for the program, the district announced at a board meeting on March 23, 2010 that the funding for full-day kindergarten would also have to come from a variety of cuts.45 These cuts included raising class sizes by three students per teacher at every grade level, eliminating the positions of classroom aides, using assistant principals and counselors as substitute teachers 22 days per year, moving various levels of administration to 11-month contracts, changing to a two-bell schedule, reducing custodial cleaning two days per week, reducing department budgets, reducing the number of librarians, raising athletic fees, changing the structure of the special education program, and closing school facilities for a month during the summer each year.

The examples of the Gilbert and Scottsdale districts reveal the importance of both spending cuts and tax increases for funding full-day kindergarten programs. These tax overrides cannot always be depended on, however. Though Gilbert was ultimately able to rely on the statewide $0.01 sales tax increase for funds, the district rejected local tax increases that would have further helped the budget outlook, preferring, as the Arizona Republic reported46 at the time, to balance the budget “through cuts or by using cash reserves.”

**Other School Districts**

Aside from cuts and tax increases, some districts have sustained full-day kindergarten programs through fees charged to parents for the second half of the school day. In speaking with districts across Arizona, quoted rates for attending the second half of the day ranged from $150 to $290 per month. The effect of these charges on enrollment also seemed to vary greatly. For example, Catalina Foothills School District, a district that serves some 2,000 kindergartners and with 7.6% of its students eligible for free- and reduced-price meals,47 charges $290 per month and estimates that between 70% and 80% of its students still enroll in full-day kindergarten.

By comparison, Deer Valley Unified School District, which also served around 2,000 kindergartners and had 18.8% of its student population eligible to receive free- and reduced-price meals,48 charged $235 per month for the second half of the day and had between 950-980, or just under half, of its kindergartners choose the full-day program. And each of these districts sits in stark contrast to Chandler Unified School District, which was able to maintain its full-day kindergarten program without cuts or tax increases thanks to a rapidly growing and deep tax base, and Gadsden Elementary District, where 99.5% of students are eligible for free- and reduced-price meals49 but no full-day program exists, so all of its approximately 450 kindergartners attend a half-day program.

Many local officials also expressed concern over teachers’ ability to prepare students properly for first grade classrooms that would use the new, higher standards set by the Common Core State Standards without a full day of teaching in kindergarten.50 This concern, several explained, played a role in their decision to maintain full-day kindergarten in the face of cuts. The change in state standards is just one example of important national changes relevant to full-day kindergarten. As Kristie Kauerz has outlined in *PreK-3rd: Putting Full-Day Kindergarten in the Middle*, another such change is the increasing prominence of pre-kindergarten programs throughout the country. Kauerz explains, “...with increasing numbers of children attending full-day pre-K, the shift to [full-day kindergarten] will also ensure both continuity and a consistent schedule for children and their families.”51 Nevertheless, these important shifts still do not seem to have changed legislators’ discussion of full-day kindergarten in Arizona.
The National Full-Day Kindergarten Landscape

Perhaps the most notable characteristic of the national landscape of kindergarten provision is its opacity. As Lisa Guernsey and Alex Holt have outlined, data on the number of students in full- and part-day kindergarten are remarkably sparse. Especially vexing for those looking to compare data throughout the nation is the question of dosage, or the number of hours students attend their kindergarten program. Arizona here is again illustrative. HB 2874 counts any student who attends a kindergarten at least 356 hours over the course of a school year as 62% of a full-time student. This dosage serves as a minimum for all kindergartners, which schools can exceed. By comparison, the state requires upper elementary grades to provide 696 hours of schooling. Not only does this reveal a wide gap in hours between kindergarten and other grades, but it also shows substantial latitude that schools have to provide classes of idiosyncratic length. Such requirements are not uncommon throughout the United States and pose a significant challenge to researchers interested in understanding and comparing kindergarten programs throughout the nation.

Nevertheless, there have been a variety of attempts to estimate the number of kindergarten students throughout the United States enrolled in full-day classes. Data from the 2001 nationally representative Early Childhood Longitudinal Study, Birth Cohort (ECLS-B), found that of 74.8 percent of students born in 2001 entered full-day kindergarten programs when they came of age in either 2006-07 or 2007-08. Compare these estimates, then, with data from the Census Bureau’s Current Population Survey (CPS), which put full-day kindergarten enrollment in the United States as of October 2011 at roughly 77 percent. However, these estimates obscure the fact that districts and states often have vastly different requirements for the number of classroom hours that define “full-day” and that some percentage of students nationwide must pay for the second half of the kindergarten day.

The most detailed data, those from the Current Population Survey, reveal some differences in kindergarten provision across different subgroups. Among racial groups, black kindergartners were most likely to be enrolled in full-day programs, with 88.7% of black children in a full-day class. They are followed by Hispanic children at 76%, white children at 75.8% and Asian students at 72.2%. When viewed by income-level, a clearer pattern emerges; poorer students tend to be a bit more likely to receive full-day kindergarten, with 82.9% of students whose family income is below $20,000 annually enrolled in full-day kindergarten, compared to just 74.2% of those in families making over $75,000 annually – likely the result of eligibility policies designed to target the neediest kindergartners.

Additionally, the Children’s Defense Fund maintains a useful interactive map outlining the different statutory stances of the states on full-day kindergarten. They report that full-day kindergarten is required by law to be provided in just 11 states and the District of Columbia. On the other end of the spectrum, six states have no statute requiring any amount of kindergarten be provided. The remaining states require at least half-day programs be provided. And of those states that only require half-day, 12 statutorily allow districts to require parents to pay for the second half of the day. Though this information is a useful starting point, the insight it can provide is clearly limited; because the states are free to exceed these statutory minimums for kindergarten, there is often variability both within and across states in how much time students spend in their kindergarten classroom. As a result, much more information is necessary in order to know how many students throughout the United States attend full-day kindergarten.
Lessons for the Country

1. The state’s example demonstrates both the power of budget incentives to drive expansion of full-day kindergarten programs and the vulnerability of those programs to cuts if they are not buttressed by legislation. Arizona’s experience of cutting full-day kindergarten programs during times of tight budgetary constraints is not unique. After the threat of budget cuts was directed at full-day kindergarten programs in New York, a community group there lobbied to put full-day kindergarten provision into law. Similarly, in Pennsylvania—one of a handful of states without any kindergarten requirement—recent budget cuts have caused some districts to cut back to half-day. Importantly, the motivation behind Pennsylvania’s cuts also mirrors Arizona’s experience. There, too, detractors have concentrated their criticisms on test score convergence. “The evidence is generally weak that preschool and kindergarten provide lasting academic impacts on children so that they do better in elementary school as they get older. Neither does kindergarten seem to have a strong long-term impact on students when you measure things like high school dropout rates or incarceration,” says Priya Abraham, a senior policy analyst for the Commonwealth Foundation.

2. But Arizona holds a deeper lesson about the vulnerability of full-day programs: the risk to students lies not just in the possible elimination of full-day kindergarten, but also in the possible cost of maintaining the program in the form of cuts to other educational offerings. As the experience of districts such as Scottsdale demonstrate, even after tax increases at both the state and local level, the types of cuts necessary to maintain full-day kindergarten are not trivial. Such risks are likely to spread to other states; in 2010 the Foundation for Child Development reported that 21 states fund full-day kindergarten at the same level as first grade, but do not have an accompanying statute requiring schools to provide full-day kindergarten. Given that 34 states still fund their schools at levels lower than their pre-recession levels, the potential for cuts still looms large.

3. One tempting, but misguided, lesson to take from Arizona’s example is that Republicans are universally responsible for such cuts to full-day kindergarten and expansions of early childhood education generally. Although Republicans certainly played the role of antagonist in Arizona’s story and have often opposed new, costly state programs of any sort, careful examination of the national landscape reveals many examples of bipartisan support for strengthening the early childhood education continuum. For example, Kansas Governor Sam Brownback, a noted conservative former Senator and nominee for the 2013 Values Voter Summit straw poll of potential Republican 2016 presidential candidates, recently proposed $80 million in state funding over 5 years to fund full-day kindergarten. Similarly, Nevada, led by Republican Governor Brian Sandoval expanded full-day kindergarten to a subset of schools as part of a bill targeted at supporting English Language Learners. Additionally, the conventionally fiscally austere Chamber of Commerce has been a major proponent of strengthening early childhood education as a means of human capital development. Indeed, the Chamber’s Institute for a Competitive Workforce has argued that without greater investments in early childhood education, too many children will continue to leave school with substandard skills and “businesses will lack the necessary workforce to fill the jobs of the future.”

4. Beyond the political fault lines in early education, the case of Arizona also depicts the data limitations in gleaning an accurate picture of the distribution of full-day kindergarten at both the state and national levels. Understanding the landscape is particularly challenging because the nation permits states and districts considerable discretion about the type of kindergarten programs they will provide, and in many cases, providers are not required to report to anyone on the length of their kindergarten day. This lack of information impedes understanding of how state legislative and budgetary choices affect kindergarten offerings and prevent full transparency to voters about the effects of cuts such as Arizona’s.

5. Arizona shows the critical importance of committed politicians and policymakers in establishing and maintaining full-day kindergarten programs in challenging political and budgetary environments. The initial passage of full-day kindergarten owes a great deal to the willingness of Governor Napolitano to expend considerable political capital to ensure the program was instituted. Beyond the much-noticed efforts of the governor, the choices of superintendents and school boards throughout the state to prioritize full-day kindergarten programs despite state budget cuts have been essential to maintaining programs there. Though the level of local discretion in state policies leaves full-day kindergarten perpetually at risk for cuts, our research shows that it also grants committed policymakers latitude to create or maintain programs that exceed the statutory minimums.
Full-Day Kindergarten Funding and Access in Other States

Grant Funding in Pennsylvania

In Pennsylvania, one of six states without a kindergarten requirement of any sort for schools, recent cuts to school funding have led some districts to reduce their full-day kindergarten programs to half-day. Cuts to the accountability block grant program, which is used by districts to fund full-day kindergarten and helped to raise full-day kindergarten enrollment in the state from 32% in 2002-03 to 66% of students in 2008-09, have been severe. The grants originally provided about $350 million per year to school districts to fund full-day kindergarten and other initiatives, but funds were reduced to $100 million in 2010-11.

Ballot Measure in Colorado

On May 21, 2013, Governor John Hickenlooper signed into law Senate Bill 13-213. The bill sought, among other initiatives, to fund full-day kindergarten throughout the state. However, the bill’s enactment was contingent on the passage of Amendment 66, a proposed $900 million tax increase that was soundly rejected at the polls in November. Even so, Colorado has seen a considerable increase in its number of kindergartners attending full-day programs in the past decade. In 2004 just 24% of Colorado kindergartners were enrolled in a full-day program; by 2012, the figure had risen to 70%.

Court Rulings in New Jersey, Washington, and Kansas

A number of states have seen state Supreme Court decisions with implications for state educational funding in recent years; those rulings, in turn, have affected states’ incentives surrounding full-day kindergarten. Perhaps the most well-known of these decisions occurred in New Jersey, where a series of decisions in Abbott v. Burke mandated that the state provide an equitable education to all children. As a result, the state has, among many other things, provided low-income students in New Jersey with early education, including full-day kindergarten, in the state’s 31 highest-poverty districts. Though that mandate has existed since 1997, New Jersey has recently indicated interest in using the example of the so-called Abbott districts as the basis for expanding full-day kindergarten to the entire state. However, legislation introduced by the State Senate’s education committee chair, M. Teresa Ruiz (D-Essex), that would have created a 21-member task force to evaluate the costs and benefits of expansion was recently vetoed by Governor Chris Christie.

The state of Washington has also seen action in the state Supreme Court influence its full-day kindergarten provision. In McCleary, et al. v. State of Washington (2012), the court found the state to be making insufficient progress toward providing the constitutionally required basic education. In its opinion, the court lamented a pace of full-day kindergarten implementation that would not only miss the projected date of 2017-18 for expansion to the entire state, but also, given its current speed of expansion, “would not fund all-day kindergarten for all eligible students until the 2090-91 school year.” As a consequence of the court’s findings, the pace of full-day kindergarten has increased considerably, with the state doubling the number of kindergartners in full-day classes from 22% to 44% between fall 2012 and fall 2013 to meet the court-imposed deadline of 2017.

Kansas is also awaiting a state Supreme Court decision in a school funding case of its own. In October, the Court heard arguments in Luke Gannon, et al. v. State of Kansas, which considered whether cuts to school funding there violated the state’s constitutional prescriptions for school funding. The Court has already found the state’s school funding formula to violate the Kansas constitution once in 2005, and a lower court found the state in violation of the constitution in this case, as well.

The pending decision has complicated the environment for Governor Sam Brownback’s recently proposed $80 million expansion of full-day kindergarten. As the Kansas City Star explains, “Such is the lack of confidence in Kansas’ will and ability to properly fund public education that when Gov. Sam Brownback recently said he would like to move to universal all-day kindergarten, people instantly wondered what other essential classroom services would be cut to pay for full-day classes.”
Conclusion

As federal and state leaders focus much of their attention on expanding pre-K programs, the limited availability of free, full-day kindergarten largely continues to be overlooked. However, the ultimate successes of pre-K programs will depend in no small part on continuity in the early grades. A consistent and robust academic program in the early grades is especially important to support the implementation of the new Common Core State Standards. These standards demand a new, higher level of rigor from students and teachers in kindergarten and the early grades, regardless of the amount of time students spend in their kindergarten classroom. When we spoke to district officials in Arizona about their reasons for continuing full-day kindergarten in the face of cuts, they cited the need to provide adequate instructional time to help teachers and students meet the demands of the new standards.

Arizona is just one of many states that use funding incentives for full-day kindergarten to drive implementation. But states that choose to encourage rather than require districts to offer full-day kindergarten would do well to heed Arizona’s warning: This essential element to student success can be exceptionally vulnerable to budget and program cuts without a legislative mandate to protect its primacy in future budget decisions.
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